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By using a model Hamiltonian with competing antiferromagnetic �AFM� and d-wave superconductivity
orders, the impurity-induced structures of orders in d-wave superconductors is investigated. We find that the
transition between one-dimensional stripe and two-dimensional checkerboardlike modulation around a single
nonmagnetic impurity can take place as the strength of the AFM interaction U or the impurity scattering
strength V0 is varied. It is also found that the impurity-induced stripe can first transit to checkerboardlike
modulation and then disappears with increasing the next-nearest-neighbor hopping strength �t��. Phase dia-
grams of V0 versus U and �t�� for various modulations of the spin order are presented. In addition, the quantum
interference effect on the modulations of orders due to two strong nonmagnetic impurities is briefly examined,
and the checkerboardlike and quasistripe patterns can occur depending on the sites where two impurities are
placed.
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The impurity effect in high-temperature superconductors
�HTSCs� has attracted considerable interest both experimen-
tally and theoretically for many years as it may be a valuable
probe into the mechanism of unconventional
superconductivity.1 Inelastic neutron scattering �INS� �Ref.
2� and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy �ARPES�
�Ref. 3� measurements on the disparate effects of nonmag-
netic Zn and magnetic Ni impurities can give insight into the
pairing nature of HTSCs. High-resolution scanning-
tunneling-microscopy �STM� experimental observations
have been able to provide detailed local density of states
�LDOS� images around single Zn �Ref. 4� and Ni �Ref. 5�
impurities on the surface of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x �BSCCO�. In
particular, the nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR� measure-
ments in YBa2Cu3O7−x �YBCO� have indicated that Zn/Li
impurities enhance the antiferromagnetic �AFM� correlation
and a staggered magnetic moment is induced on the Cu ions
in the vicinity of the impurity sites.6–8 Recent theoretical
studies found that nonmagnetic scatterers can indeed gener-
ate the states of local magnetic moment tied to the impurity
site.9–12 The induction of the local magnetic state is related to
the LDOS features probed by STM in cuprates. The forma-
tion of a spontaneous net spin Sz=1 /2 moment is always
associated with the substantial splitting of the LDOS
resonance.11 If the resonance observed around the impurity is
without splitting,4 it would be associated with the Sz=0 state.
In the meanwhile, the quantum interference effect among
multiple impurities has drawn much attention recently. The
spatial distribution of the LDOS spectrum changes remark-
ably by varying the distance and orientation of the
impurities.13–15 The quantum interference between many im-
purities leads to definitive quasiparticle spectra in disordered
d-wave superconductors,16 and dopant disorder can stabilize
novel states with antiferromagnetic order.17

On the other hand, intensive efforts have been focused on
the inhomogeneous phase with stripe and checkerboard
modulations in HTSCs for the past several years. Neutron
scattering experimental observations of a peculiar static
stripe phase in underdoped La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4 supported

that spatial modulations of spin and charge density are re-
lated to superconductivity.18 NMR experiments on YBCO
probed a strong AFM fluctuation around vortex cores, imply-
ing possible existence of spin density wave �SDW� order
outside the vortex core.19 A striking feature has revealed in
the STM experiments by Hoffman et al.,20 where a Cu-O
bond-oriented four-unit-cell checkerboard pattern is local-
ized in a small region near vortex cores in slightly overdoped
BSCCO. Howald et al.21 reported that the similar vortex-
induced checkerboard modulations can survive even at zero
magnetic field. Recently, the checkerboard pattern was also
probed in the STM experiments for underdoped
NaxCa2−xCuO2Cl2 �Ref. 22� and BSCCO �Ref. 23� samples.
The one-dimensional �1D� stripe or two-dimensional �2D�
structures of orders in cuprates have received substantial the-
oretical support.24–34 A comparative study was made by Zhu
et al.25 for the spin and charge structures around supercon-
ducting vortices and impurities using an effective t-U-V
Hubbard model and predicted that there is a SDW with a
period of 8a around a unitary nonmagnetic impurity. It was
also shown that the stripe modulation around nonmagnetic
impurities could appear in the d-wave superconducting
�DSC� and SDW orders.11,35 However, so far, little attention
has been paid to the transition of the modulations of orders
around impurities as well as the quantum interference effect
on that due to multiple impurities.

In the present work, we systematically investigate the
impurity-induced modulations of orders in d-wave supercon-
ductors by numerically solving the Bogoliubov–de Gennes
�BdG� equations based on a model Hamiltonian with com-
peting AFM and DSC orders. Our numerical analysis con-
cerns the transition of the modulations of orders around a
single nonmagnetic impurity as a function of the strength of
the AFM interaction and the impurity scattering strength as
well as the hole doping. We also discuss the impurity-
induced structures of SDW order in the case when the next-
nearest-neighbor �nnn� hopping strength is varied. Finally,
the quantum interference effect on the magnetization distri-
bution due to two strong nonmagnetic impurities is exam-
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ined. We expect our present results may provide useful in-
formation for future experiments.

We begin with an effective mean-field t-t�-U-V Hamil-
tonian by assuming that the on-site repulsion U is respon-
sible for the competing AFM order and the nearest-neighbor
attraction V for the DSC pairing,

H = − �
�ij�,�

tijci�
† cj� + �

i,�
�U�ni�̄� + V0�i,im

− ��ci�
† ci�

+ �
�ij�

��ijci↑
† cj↓

† + �ij
�cj↓ci↑� , �1�

where tij= t and t� are the nearest-neighbor �nn� and nnn
hopping integrals, respectively. ci� �ci�

† � are destruction �cre-
ation� operators for electron of spin �, ni�=ci�

† ci� is the num-
ber operator, and � is the chemical potential determining the
averaged electron density n̄= �1 /NxNy��i,��ni�� �Nx�Ny is
the linear dimension of the unit cell under consideration�. im
is the position of the impurity site, and V0 is the single-site
potential describing the scattering from nonmagnetic
impurities. Our study is confined to the hole-doped system
�n̄�1�, i.e., the hole doping �=1− n̄. The SDW and DSC
orders have the following definitions respectively:
�i

SDW=U�ci↑
† ci↑−ci↓

† ci↓� and �ij=V�ci↑cj↓−ci↓cj↑� /2. Using
Bogoliubov transformation, ci�=�n�ui�

n �n�−�vi�
n��n�̄

† �, the
mean-field Hamiltonian Eq. �1� can be diagonalized by solv-
ing the resulting BdG equations self-consistently,

�
j

N 	Hij� �ij

�ij
� − Hij�̄

� 
	uj�
n

vj�̄
n 
 = En	ui�

n

vi�̄
n 
 , �2�

where Hij�=−tij+ �U�ni�̄�+V0�i,im
−���ij. With the periodic

boundary conditions we can get the N positive eigenvalues
�En� with eigenvectors �ui↑

n ,vi↓
n � and negative eigenvalues

�Ēn� with eigenvectors �−vi↑
n� ,ui↓

n��. The self-consistent condi-
tions are

�ni↑� = �
n=1

2N

�ui
n�2f�En� , �3�

�ni↓� = �
n=1

2N

�vi
n�2�1 − f�En�� , �4�

�ij = �
n=1

2N
V

4
�ui

nvj
n� + vi

n�uj
n�tanh	 En

2kBT

 , �5�

where ui
n= �−vi↑

n� ,ui↑
n � and vi

n= �ui↓
n� ,vi↓

n � are the row vectors,
and f�E�= �eE/kBT+1�−1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution func-
tion. The DSC order parameter is defined at site i as
�i

D= ��i+ex,i+�i−ex,i−�i,i+ey
−�i,i−ey

� /4, where ex,y denotes
the unit vector along the �x ,y� direction. In our calculations,
the distance is measured in units of the lattice constant a and
the energy in the nn hopping integral parameter t. In the
extreme limits of U /V	1 or U /V
1, the system is in either
the SDW state or the pure d-wave superconducting state;
whereas the coexistence of the SDW and superconducting
orders may occur at intermediate values of U /V. For concen-
tration, we set the pairing interactions V=1.0, the ratio of U

to V varies in the range of �2.4–2.5�. The nnn hopping t� has
been chosen to fit the holelike Fermi surface of the cuprate
superconductors. The averaged electron density is chosen as
n̄=0.85, corresponding to the optimally doped level �=0.15.
The numerical calculation is performed on a unit cell of
Nx�Ny =32�32 sites. For an appropriate initial set of pa-
rameters ni� and �ij, the Hamiltonian is numerically diago-
nalized and the electron wave functions obtained are used to
calculate the new parameters for the next iteration step. The
calculations was repeated until the difference in the order
parameters between two consecutive iterations is less than
10−6. A ground state has the lowest total energy among those
of stable states evaluated from different possible initial pa-
rameters.

First let us choose t�=−0.25 and two U values:
UA=2.43 and UB=2.44 such that both of the 1D stripe and
2D SDW modulations cannot be obtained in the absence of a
magnetic field.31 We introduce a nonmagnetic impurity such
as Zn into our system at site �16,16� and investigate its ef-
fect. The on-site impurity potential is taken to be V0=100.
Figure 1 plots the spatial profiles of the DSC order parameter
��a� and �c�� and staggered magnetization ��b� and �d�� in a
32�32 lattice. Here, the staggered magnetization of the in-
duced AFM or SDW order is defined as Mi

s= �−1�i�ni↑−ni↓�.
The left panels in Fig. 1 are for UA=2.43, where the 2D
impurity-induced modulations of orders present. Note that,
when magnetic field B�0 and no impurities, the spin and
charge orders display the field-induced stripe modulations.31

From Fig. 1�a�, one can easily see that the DSC order is
dramatically suppressed at the impurity site and approaches
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Spatial variations of the ��a� and �c�� DSC
order parameter �i

D and��b� and �d�� staggered magnetization Mi
s as

well as two-dimensional distribution of the ��e� and �f�� local mo-
ment Si

z with a single nonmagnetic impurity at site �16,16� in a
32�32 lattice. The left and right panels are for the on-site repulsion
UA=2.43 and UB=2.44, respectively. The averaged electron density
is fixed at n̄=0.85, and t�=−0.25, and V0=100.
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its bulk value at a few lattice constants away from the impu-
rity. Due to the competition between the AFM order and the
DSC order, the suppression of the DSC order may lead to the
appearance of the AFM order. Moreover, a finite impurity
potential acts as a local breaker of particle-hole symmetry
that can modify the LDOS at the Fermi surface dramatically
and induce a virtual bound state. In Fig. 1�b�, it is clear that
a 2D checkerboardlike SDW order is induced around the
impurity and exhibits an oscillating behavior with a period of
approximately 8a along both the x and y directions, which is
similar to the vortex case in Ref. 25. The staggered moment
of the SDW is zero at the impurity site and reaches the maxi-
mum value 0.3 at its four nn sites. The 2D spatial distribution
of the impurity-induced local moment as defined by
Si

z= �ni↑−ni↓� /2 is depicted in Fig. 1�e�. It shows a staggered
pattern localized around the impurity in agreement with
NMR experiments.7,8 A net spin Sz=�iSi

z=1 /2 is generated,
and the majority of the net moment resides on the four near-
est neighbors of the impurity. Note that the NMR measure-
ments in YBCO, which indicated spontaneous impurity-
induced magnetization, are performed in the presence of a
finite magnetic field generally. Harter et al.12 investigated
this case theoretically and obtained the similar impurity-
induced staggered magnetization pattern. We also noticed
that the static magnetism appears to exist even without an
external field at low temperatures in La1−xSrxCuO4.36,37 For
an increased strength of the AFM interaction UB=2.44, the
2D behavior of orders had been destroyed and the 1D stripe
structures are present along the x axis �see the right panels in
Fig. 1�. We notice that the striped DSC and SDW orders
oscillate respectively with a period of 4a �Fig. 1�c�� and 8a
�Fig. 1�d��, and the SDW order is pinned at the impurity site
with one of its ridges. The obtained net moment still is
Sz=1 /2, while the spatial distribution of Si

z displays a stag-
gered stripe pattern in this case, as shown in Fig. 1�f�.

To study the spatial modulation of the local moment
phase, we present the phase diagram of impurity strength V0
versus AFM interaction U in Fig. 2. It is obvious that the
induced net moment Sz=1 /2 should show up for larger V0
and stronger U �the region above the red dashed line�, while
Sz=0 tends to exist for smaller V0 or weaker U �the region
below the red dashed line�. In the region of local moment
phase, there exist stripe and checkerboardlike modulations
depending on the magnitude of the U value. As U is greater
than Uc, the stripe modulation are intrinsic �stripe�i��.31 The
presence of a single impurity would slightly enhance the
stripe modulation but does not modify the overall structure
except the magnetizations at or very close to the impurity
site are altered, as shown in Fig. 3�a�. In the region of
U�Uc, the impurity-induced SDW can show a stripe modu-
lation which disappears with B=0 and no impurities
�stripe�ii��. If U goes far below Uc, the impurity-induced
AFM order changes from the stripe to a 2D checkerboardlike
SDW. Noticeably, the transition between stripe and checker-
boardlike patterns can take place for different impurity
strength. Figure 3�b� gives the spatial profiles of the stag-
gered magnetization for a single impurity V0=5 in contrast to
Fig. 1�d�. It is found that the induced SDW order no longer
has the stripe structure but the net moment remains Sz=1 /2.
In addition, the phase diagram of V0 versus hole doping �

with U=2.45 is plotted in the inset of Fig. 2. It is shown that
the formation of the local moment �the region above the red
dashed line� requires a larger impurity strength in the over-
doped regime, and the stripe moment state can easily show
up in the underdoped regime, because the induction of AFM
order becomes more prominent at the lower doping case.

Next we turn to discuss the modulations of orders around
a nonmagnetic impurity as the nnn hopping strength �t�� is
varied. The effect of nnn hopping t� is important, because the
inclusion of t� in the Hubbard model is necessary to capture
the electron-hole asymmetry.38–40 Furthermore, t� is an im-
portant parameter in determining the charge orderings and
their textures in cuprates.33,34,41,42 We choose the same values
of U and V0 in Fig. 3�a� for our study, and the spatial varia-
tions of the staggered magnetization around a single impurity
for different t� are plotted in Fig. 4. Figure 4�a� is for
t�=−0.27, where the SDW order still shows stripe structure
comparing with Fig. 3�a�. The amplitude of the SDW stripe
is weakly suppressed but its period not changed. Interest-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Phase diagram of V0 versus interaction
strength U with hole doping �=0.15 for different SDW order modu-
lations around the impurity. Stripe�i� is the region where the stripe
modulations are intrinsic and stripe�ii� corresponds to the region
where the stripe modulations are impurity-induced. Uc denotes the
critical on-site Coulomb interaction where the intrinsic stripe region
�i.e., stripe�i�� occurs. Inset: phase diagram of V0 versus hole doping
� with U=2.45.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Spatial variations of the staggered mag-
netization Mi

s with a single nonmagnetic impurity at site �16,16� for
�a� U=2.5, V0=100 and �b� U=2.44, V0=5. The other parameter
values are: n̄=0.85 and t�=−0.25.
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ingly, for a slight increased �t�� �=0.28�, the 1D stripe-ordered
behavior is destroyed and a spatial distribution with 2D
checkerboardlike modulation appears instead �see Fig. 4�b��.
At stronger nnn hopping strength �=0.40� the AFM order
magnitude becomes smaller, and the impurity-induced stag-
gered magnetization vanishes at a large distance from the
impurity, indicating the appearance of the local AFM phase
�see Fig. 4�c��. Further increasing �t��, the AFM order be-
comes extremely weak and the 2D SDW order is removed,
as shown in Fig. 4�d�. We notice that the net moment remains
Sz=1 /2 when the “stripe→checkerboardlike” transition
takes place, while Sz=0 when the SDW order disappears in
Fig. 4�d�. In Fig. 5, the phase diagram of V0 versus nnn
hopping strength �t�� is given. One can clearly see the tran-
sition of SDW order from 1D stripe to 2D checkerboardlike
modulations in the “local moment phase” regime �above the
red dashed line� with increasing �t��. Interestingly, in contrast
to the case for t�=0, the introduction of a small nnn hopping
strength can enhance the AFM order. Corresponding to the
staggered magnetization enhanced region, the impurity
strength required to generate a local moment drops gradually
and reaches a minimum at t��−0.2. Further increasing �t��,
the staggered magnetization decreases and disappears near
t�=−0.41, that is, a large nnn hopping would frustrate the
antiferromagnetism. Consequently, the induced net moment
should show up for larger impurity strength.

Finally, we would like to briefly examine the quantum

interference effect on the SDW order due to two strong im-
purities. Another nn nonmagnetic impurity with V0=100 is
introduced into the stripe system with Sz=1 /2 in Fig. 1�d�,
and the spatial distribution of the induced magnetization is
shown in Fig. 6�a�. It appears that, due to the cancellation
effect of the two nn impurities, the maximum value of the
induced staggered magnetization at the nn site of the impu-
rities drops strongly and the AFM order is suppressed over
the whole system in contrast to the single impurity case.
Consequently, the 1D stripe transits to 2D checkerboardlike
structure, and the net induced moment has Sz=0. For two
strong impurities V0=100 are placed at the nnn sites and at
sites separated by a Cu ion, the induced spatial profiles of the
staggered magnetization for U=2.5 and t�=−0.28 are, re-
spectively, shown in Figs. 6�b� and 6�c�. In both two cases,
the induced AFM orders are enhanced in contrast to Fig.
5�b�, and the net moment yields a local spin of Sz=1. Inter-
estingly, in Fig. 6�c�, a remarkable enhancement of the AFM
order is shown at the central Cu site, and a quasistripe SDW
modulation can occur due to the constructive interference
effect. This kind of effect as well as the opposite destructive
interference effect have been addressed in detail in Ref. 11.

In conclusion, we have investigated the impurity-induced
structures of orders in d-wave superconductors by numeri-
cally solving the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations based on
a model Hamiltonian with competing AFM and DSC orders.
We found that the transition between 1D stripe and 2D
checkerboardlike modulations around a single nonmagnetic
impurity can take place by tuning the strength of the AFM
interaction or the impurity scattering strength. For different
band structures, it was found that the impurity-induced stripe
can first transit to checkerboardlike modulation and then
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Phase diagram of V0 versus nnn hopping
strength �t�� with U=2.5 and �=0.15 for different SDW order
modulations around the impurity.
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disappears with increasing the nnn hopping strength. In ad-
dition, quantum interference effect between two nonmag-
netic impurities can lead to checkerboardlike or quasistripe
pattern depending on the sites where two impurities are
placed. These phenomena are ready to be checked by the
future experiments.
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